Present: Keith Snow-Flamer, Erin Wall, Tracey Thomas, Jeff Cummings, Alison Stull, Julia Peterson, Ron Waters, Joe Hash, Sheila Hall, Crislyn Parker-notes

1. 4021 Process:
   - Discussion with the Dean’s and Academic Senate Co-Presidents that some faculty might want to submit their programs through the process for revitalization. The concern is that one outcome could be suspension or discontinuation.

2. Correction to March 20 Notes, English 350 discussion: Julia, is developing a READ 270 for skills beyond READ 260. Add Erin to those present.

   - Reminder to submit requests to Crislyn by Friday, March 28, for discussion and review on March 31.

4. Faculty prioritization process:
   - The current process doesn’t include a way to weight programs other than GE areas, which tend to dominate the process. There is currently no link between AP 4021 and faculty prioritization. AP 7271 might need revising next year to address this.

5. Tracy and Keith met with Justine to discuss an ANTH ADT. There are no guarantees they will be offered. Beginning tomorrow Keith will inform faculty exactly ADT means, and the review processes.

6. Request: Inform any faculty going to KT, to contact Jolene and Melissa in advance, so they can meet and greet them and have an opportunity to speak with them. Dean’s should emphasize that faculty and Hoopa must include administration in any program discussions and/or decisions.